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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not 
children in the first grade mastered words more effectively 1looldng on 1 
the book, or in an audience situation during oral reading. 
McCullough states that: 
It is time. that overemphasis upon either oral or silent 
reading be tempered with a sane view o.f what practice is 
good for and how much o.f it is good •••••• the oral reading 
of the word in primary grades is ill[)ortant •••••• that he 
should always read sentences aloud is an exaggeration. 
Yet the fact that in some classrooms children sit with 
their eyes fixed on the teacher instead of on their books 
when they are supposed to be "getting ready to read the 
next sentence" is suggestive of the impression that children 
may develop of the nature o.f reading through the guidance of 
some teach~rs.l 
Throughout this study the term 1look ant will refer to the 
method used by the children when a story was being read. In this 
i:nstance 1look on t means that every child in the reading group has 
a book and is looking at the printed page as another child reads 
aloud. The term 1not look on1 signifies that only one child at a 
time has a book and reads aloud from it as the other children in the 
group listen. 
l c. M. McCulloughJ R. M.· BtrangJ A. E~ Traxler, Problems in 
the Improvement of Reading, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. 194b.) 
pp. 106, 107. -
: ,• 
. ·~·, 1 
CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 
Reading skills, abilities and attitudes may be developed 
through different types of' approaches, depending upon the :nature of' 
the learner 1 s problem and the COl'J!l etence of' the teacher. In other 
words, there is more than one approach to reading instruction.1 It 
is necessary to provide systematic instruction on a differential 
basis. 
Hatf'ield2 substantiates this statement and adds: 
As we have already noted_, listening is like reading, an 
active process. The listener must attend (give his mind) to 
what he is· hearing. He must hear the words distinctly enough 
to recognize them and the mere reaogni tion involves some sort 
of' recall of' previous experience. The meanings of' words heard, 
like those of' words read, depend entirely upon past associations-
the physical, social, and languag_e contexts in which they have 
been met before. In reading when a word has no association-
that is no meaning for the reader-the good reader infers the 
meaning from the present context if' he can, and if' he can.11.ot do 
this he resorts to the dictionary. The listener also has a 
chance to infer the meaning of the unfamiliar word from the 
present context, but he cannot use the dictionary during the 
listening ani, if' inference fails, must suf'f'er some loss of 
meaning of the sentence and the speech in which the strange 
word occurs. 
~- Betts, HFouniation of' the Reading Program::r tt Education, 
LXVII (March, 1947) pp. 339-4ll· 
2w. Wilbur Hatfield, nParallels In Teaching Students To 
Listen and To Read, tr English Journal, -:t:JJ:J! (December, 1946) 
PP• 553-558. 
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Prior to 1900, learning to read meant reading orally from 
a book in -which each classmate had turned to the same page and 
from which each took a flturnn reading. Research showed that 
children taught solely by this oral method tended to become slow, 
laborious readers.3 
One of the most important aspects of oral reading is the 
2 
responsiveness of the listening group. The oral reader nmst convey 
to the listeners the importance of his selection. The reader must 
make sure that he can be heard and he must adjust his voice and 
the rate of bis reading in relation to the type of material that 
he is presenting. 
Furness4 stated that: 
The word that 1~as never spoken cannot be -written down. 
Since listening and reading are intimately related, it follows 
that improvement in one may result in improvement of the other. 
He also states that some children learn through vision, 
1-rbile others learn through listening. 
3H. Kova liPlace of Oral Reading, n Elementary English, XXIV (November~ 1957), pp. 462-466. 
4E. L. Furness, rtimproving Reading Through Listening, II 
Elementary English~ XXIV (May, 1957), p. 307 
3 
In 1937-1938, Larsen and Feder5 experimented with one hundred 
£ifty-one University freshmen in a speech class at the State 
University of Iowa. His study was prinE.rily concerned with whether 
these students comprehended more when reading or when listening. 
The conclusions were that students with low aptitude do as well by 
reading as by listening, "While students in a medium group do 
slightly superior in favor of reading; and students w.ith high 
scholastic abilities definitely do superior in reading comprehension. 
They also· concluded that there is a reliable tendency for 
scores in readiP~ comprehension to be higher than those for listening 
comprehension with material of the same difficulty. 
Goldstein6 reveals in his study of t1i10 hundred eighty adults 
that; 
Relative superiority of listening corqprehension over reading 
comprehension diminished with increasing difficulty of material. 
The easier the material, the relatively more effective is 
auditory presentatione Other things being equal, the learning 
medium used in a given situation should depend upon the level 
of difficulty of the mat erial. 
5Robert Lars~n, and Feder, HCommon and Differential Factors 
In Reading and Hearing Compreb:ension, tt Journal of Educational 
Psychology, XXXI (August, 1940), pp. 241-252. 
6Harry Goldstein, IIReading and Listening Comprehension at 
Various Controlled Rates, tr Contribution to Education, Number 821. 
New York Bureau of Publication Col. Un. 1940. 
At Pepperdine College, one.hundred fifty students 
partiqipa ted in a study to determine how vocabulary was best 
learned. Tbis study was conducted by Young. 7 . This group of one 
hundred fifty students was divided into three separate groups. 
One group read five stories silently, the second group read five 
stories orally;, and thethird group listened to the same five 
stories on a tape recorder. The groups were presumed to be 
well matched by chance but were compared as to academic year, sex, 
age, and intelligent quotient including foreign students. 
As a result, it was seen that a remarkable vocabulary gain 
occurred in all three groups and the statistical data L~dicated 
that the efficacy of the conte:)Ct method as used in these 
experiments has exceeded all expectations. ' 
Young8 pointed out in his conclusions that: 
Vocabulary gains by subjects listening to tape recordings 
of context materials were very significantly smaller. than. gains 
by the other two groups. 
Vocabulary gains by subjects reading aloud the context 
materials were greater than both of the other groups but only 
insignificantly greater than subjects silently reading the 
context m~terials. 
Vocabulary gains were r..ot significantly influenced by sex, 
intelligent quotient or age. 
?James D. Young, HAn Experimental Comparison of Vocabulary 
Growth By :t1eans Of Oral Reading, Silent Reading and Listening, 11 
Speech Monographs, XX (November 1953), pp. 273-276. 
8Ibid~j pp. 273-276 
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Vocabulary gains for seniors were significantly larger 
than those for freshmen. 
Vocabulary gains for foreign students were significantJ.y 
smaller than those for non-foreign students. 
Betts9 cites the comparisons among three reading levels: 
For the below average students, listening is more efficient 
than reading. Median groups s l:ow a slight superiority in · 
favor of reading comprehemion. Groups high in scholastic 
aptitude show a definite superiority in reading comprehension. 
Some writers give the i11lpression that there is a role for oral 
reading in the language arts area, but that it is not a suitable 
mainstay in reading instruction •. Without urging the abandonment of 
oral readmg, the supporters of non-oral reading maintain that it 
is superior to the oral-silent approach.lO 
McDadell studied and compared the rate at which grade one 
pupils progressed at their own level in oral reading stressing 
phonics, general oral reading, and non-oral reading and concluded 
that the oral method was somewhat superior bu:t made no sweeping 
claims of success. 
9 
E .• Betts, ~· cit., P• 3l0., 
10Harold G. Shane, HResearch Helps in Teaching the Language 
Arts," Chapter 2 (September, l955), pp. 4-25. 
llJarnes E. McDade_, "Hypothesis for Non-Oral Reading, 
Argument, Experiment, and Results," Journal of Educational Research, 
Vol. 30, (March, l937), PP• 489-503. --
One of the most extensive studies of non-oral reading was 
done under the direction of Buswelll2 in Chicago. Some 70,000 
children were involved in his research which extended from 193.5 
into the mid l940 1s. It was his purpose to ascertain whether or 
not children taught by the non-oral method read better, considering 
both rate ani comprehension, than pupils taught by the usual 
oral-silent method,.. The non-:-oral approach as interpreted in this 
s:ituation was not intended to replace oral reading but to be used 
until ffthinking meaning 11 in response to visual perception of words 
has been established. Careful checking, made possible through 
control groups, led to the conclusion that the non-oral method 
6 
achieved as good results as regular oral-silent methods and superior 
results with respect to reading scores, lip movements, and school 
progress. 
Harris13 suggests that : 
One of the first things to find. out about a child1 s oral 
reading is how it CoiJ!>ares -crith bis silent reading. This can 
be done by determining his grade level by informal silent . 
and oral tests, ~ ..... or by comparing grade scores on standard-
ized silent reading tests. Children whose oral reading is 
superior to their silent reading abilities are usually 
comparatively good in word recognit:ion. Their oral reading 
12(}. I. Buswell, UNon-Oral Reading:· A Study of Its Use in 
the· Chicago Public Schools,tl Chicago:: University of Chicago Press, 
194.5.} p. .56~ . 
13Albert J. Harris, "How to Increase Reading Ability, 11 
Chapter VI. Longmans, Green and Co., Van Rees Press, N. Y., 1940. 
PP• 167-173. 
difficulties are likely to be deficiencies in the words. 
The following questions propounded by Harris direct atten-
tion to significant patterns of response that are frequetJ,tly four.d 
in comparing oral reading with silent reading:· 
1.. Is his oral reading generally better or poorer 
than his silent reading? 
2. Is his oral reading faster or slower than his 
silent 7'eac1ing? 
3.. Is his comprehension after oral reading as good as 
his silent reading comprehension? 
7 
McKeel4 states that although surveys of the reading activities 
of boys and girls in and out of school have sbown that silent reading 
is used nmch more frequently than oral reading and other investi-
gations have discovered that silent reading is much rrore economical 
and effective than oral readiTlg, skillful teaching of oral reading 
is essential to the child's well baJanced growth in the power to 
read. He also maintains that oral reading has at least two main 
uses. 
First: it can be used by the competent reader as a 
means of conveying an author 1 s intended meaning to others. 
Second: it can be used as an instrument of instructional 
value in the teaching of the fundament?.ls of reading. 
:ll+Paul McKee, ttThe Teaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School,n Chapter 18. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1948, pp. 596-608. 
- .. . ., ..... 
8 
One must not forget tbe process of reading is much more 
than the economical perception of -word forms, that listening is 
basic to reading, ani that spoken language is basic to printed lan- · 
guage. 
Oral reading is a major consideration in the primm7 grades, 
and it is of special ill!Portance at any level for children with 
reading difficulties ••••• in addition, •• ... it motivates reading 
as evidenced by the desire of primary grade children to read aloud 
to the group. With a true audience situation, it induces exchange 
ideas and a feeling of group unity. It is essential to instruction 
based on pupil reports and discussion of library materials, as in 
the content sub j ects.l5 
Durrell16 further asserts that children must always have a 
reason for listening during oral reading and that looking at the 
book as others read orally has little justification at any level 
of reading instruction. 
Above the seeorrl grade the silent reading rate is usually 
faster than the oral reading. Therefore, if Children are 
required to «keep the place, tt they are being taught faulty silent 
reading habits, such as slow. reading, lip movement, and silent 
pronunciation, as well as inattention to content. 
15nonald D. Durrell, "Improving Reading Instruction, tt 
Chapter 8, Oral Readipg. World Book Company, New York, 1950, 
pp. 149-lsr.- . . 
16Ibid.' 150. 
While silent and oral reading have many skills in conunon, · 
success in one does not insure equal Sllccess in the other. 
Comparison of results on oral reading and silent reading tests 
often reveals entirely different habits in the two types. After 
the third grade, oral reading is usually slower than silent 
reading, pupils being no longer impeded by the vocal organs ani 
'being able to translate printed words directly into ideas without 
pron':unciation of individual -v;rords. Habits of saying words during 
oral reading carry over to silent reading as lip movements and 
whispering. These habits need elimination to insure pupils t 
fluency in silent reading.17 
Silent reading instruction begins in the first grade at the 
same tillle as oral reading. The two cannot be separated in the 
reading process. As soon as the child recognizes a word, he has 
rtTead" :it silently, even though his oral reading comes a split 
second later. 
9 
CHA.PrER II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
The experiment was an e.f.fort to compare werd mastery 
using 1look on1 versus 1not look on1 in oral reading in the .first 
grade. A group o.f one .hundred cbildren participated in this study 
over a period o.f twenty days" begjnnjng wi. th the second week in 
January when it was .felt that the children would bave a su.f.ficient 
background in voeabulazy to carry an additional learning load. 
This study was conducted in .four classrooms in three 
communities; two industrial cities and a smaller residential 
community. 
Table I shows the mean chronological and mntal ages o.f the 
group. 
TABIE I 
Number C.A.M. C.A.S.D. M.A.M. M.A. S.D. 
Boys 47 75.06 8.23 76.08 ll.67 
Girls 53 75.30 8.39 77.51 12.42 
Total Population 100 75.19 10.87 76.84 lh..04 
The chronological ages ranged .from 5 years 8 months ·te 
7 years 9 months, and ~e mntal ages .from 4 years 4 months to 7 years 
ll 
7 months as of October. The mean chronological age was 6 years 
2 months, an<f the mean mental age was 6 years 7 months. 
Each teacher involved in this study selected twenty or more 
words in the children's speaking vocabulary, but not in the reading 
vocabulary. The list contained some words which were colorful, 
abstract, phonetic, non-phonetic, action words and picturesque! 
air -dream medicine soap 
airplane earth migTate socks 
alphabet easy mischief sparkle 
always electricity mitten stairs 
arrow elephant naughty stars 
aunt empty parade still 
bacon feathers parakeet storm 
balloon fish passenger station 
baseball flowers perfume stormy 
beautiful fruit pie strawberries 
bracelet gallop pilot stretch 
brave gorilla pocketbook subway 
butterfly gravel princess suitcase 
cake grocer pudding summer 
calendar growl ranch swallow 
candy helicopter reading taxicab 
carriage hibernate reindeer teach 
carry high ridiculous telephone 
chocolate hold rodeo .television 
circus hurricane satellite teepee 
cloudy ice cream school toast 
clown indian scramble tracks 
cocoon invite scream travel 
cough juice ship trip 
crocodile lasso shovel uncle 
crunch learn sky wash 
dance listen sled watch 
door lollipops slippery wigwam 
window 
winter 
VJTite 
12 
From this list:; words that would appeal to the children 
were paired, sparkle-bracelet, juice-bacon, until a total of forty 
were chosen. The "t.Prds were also seleeted "With regard to .feasibility 
of story -writing. Each teacher chose eight words around which .four 
original stories were written. The two words introduced were re-
peated at least five times. It was agreed, a.fter discussing the 
various reading s,ystems being used in the different schools, that the 
stories would be written using the basic vocabulary at a primer level 
to facilitate as much ease in reading the material as possible for 
the children. 
The titles of the stories were selected to appeal to the 
imagination of the children and .for ease of reading. Each story 
was limited to no I!Dre than five pages of primer oook size. The 
titles and words were as .follows: 
LIST OF STORIES 
Story 
Number Title Words to be Taught 
1. The Red Line thermometer weather 
2 .. Sparkle and the sparkle bracelet 
Bracelet 
3. Winter at the Farm blizzard storm 
4 .. A D~ at the Rodeo rodeo lasso 
5. A Dream Ride dream helicopter 
6. Two Excited Boys excited television 
7. A Surprise butterfly cocoon 
8. A Trip to the Store delicious lollipops 
9. The Naughty Kitten naughty mischief 
10. A Birthday juice bacon 
Breakfast 
Story 
Number 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
LIST OF STORIES 
-rcontinued) 
Title Words to be Taught 
Big Crunch and 
Little Crunch 
Blinky and the 
Satellite 
Fun:with Shadows 
The Princess Ran 
Away 
A Surprise Party 
No School 
A New Toy 
The Night Before 
Cbiistmas 
Fun at the Parade 
What Do I See? 
crunch 
earth 
shadow 
beautiful 
whisper 
measles 
acrobat 
puzzle 
noise 
wigwam 
gravel 
satellite 
fingers 
princess 
telephone 
fever 
trapeze 
difficult 
traffic 
feathers 
The stories were nurribered from one to twenty. then separated 
13 
into two catagories of odd and even numbers. Teachers 1. and 2. 
taught ·the 1look on1 method on the odd numbers an::l the 1not look on1 
on the even numbers. Teachers 3. arrl 4. taught the 'look on1 method 
on the even numbers, and the 1not look on' method on the odd numbers 
as indicated by ~ables II and III:-
Method of Distributing Stories: 
TABLE II 
Distribution of Stories by Teachers l. and 2. 
Method Used Number of the Story 
Look on 1 3 5 7 9 l1 13 15 17 19 
.Not look on 2 4 6 8 10 12 l4 16 18 20 
TABLE III 
Distribution of Stories by Teachers 3. and 4. 
Method Used Number of the story 
Look on 2 4 6 8 10 12 J.4 16 18 20 
Not look on l 3 5 7 9 ll 13 15 17 19 
B.r organizing the stories in the above manner, each word 
was taught both ways; once with the 1look on1 technique and once 
with the 1not look on1 method. This compensated for any differences 
in difficulty or interest. The stories were then divided into three 
units co:nsisti:ng of two units with fourteen words, and one unit of 
15 
twelve words; making a total of' the forty previously chosen words. 
' 
Order of' Presentation of' the Stories; 
TABLE IV 
Teachers 1. and 2. separated the stories as follows: 
umts' '. Number of' the Story 
I 1 3 6 9 12 15 18 
11 4 7 10 13 16 19 .... 
III 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 
T.ABLEV 
Teachers 3. and 4. separated the stories as follows: 
Units Number of' the Story 
I 125811J.417 
II 4 7 10 13 16 19 
III 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 
I 
16 
ORDER OF PRESENT AT ION 
TeaChers l. and 2. 
STORY WORDS ~HOD USED 
--
UNIT I 
l. The Red Line thermometer - weather look on 
J. Winter at the Farm blizzard - storm look on 
6. Two Exc~~ed Boys excited-television not look on 
9. The; Naughty Kitten naughty -mischief look on 
12 .. · Blinky and the earth - satellite not look on 
Satellite 
15. A Surprise Party whisper - telephone look on 
lB. The Night Before puzzle - difficult no:t look on 
Christmas 
UNIT II 
4. A Day at the Rodeo rodeo - lasso not look on 
7. A Surprise butterfly - cocoon look on 
10. A Birthdqr Breakfast juice - bacon not look on 
13. Fun With Shadows shadow - fingers look on 
16. No School measles - fever not look on 
19. Fun at the Parade noise - traffic look on 
UNIT III 
2. Sparkle and the sparkle - bracelet not look on 
Bracelet 
5. A Dream Ride . dream - helicopter look on 
B. A Trip to t.1-le Store delicious - lollipops not look on 
ll .. Big Crunch and Little crunch - gravel look on 
Crunch 
J.4 .. The Princess Ran Away beautiful - princess not look on 
17. A New Toy acrobat - trapeze look on 
20. What Do I See? wigwam - feathers not look on 
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ORDER OF PRESENTATION 
Teachers J. and 4. 
UNIT I 
STORY 
l. The Red Line 
2. Sparkle and the 
Bracelet 
5. A Dream Bide 
8. A Trip to the Store 
ll. Big Crunch and Little 
Crunch 
l4. The Princess Ran say 
17. A New Toy 
UNIT II 
3. Winter at the Farm 
6. Two Excited Boys 
9. The Naughty Kitten 
12.. BliP.ky and the 
Satellite. 
1.5. A Surprise Party 
18. The Night Before 
Christmas 
1JNIT III 
4. A Day at the Rodeo 
7. A Surprise 
10. A Birthday Breakfast 
13.. Fun With Shadows 
16 • No School 
19. Fun at th.e Parade 
20. What Do I See? 
WORDS 
thermometer -weather 
sparkle --bracelet 
dream - helicopter 
delicious - lollipops 
crunch - gravel 
beautiful - princess 
acrobat - trapeze 
blizzard - sto~ 
excited - television 
naughty - mischief' 
earth ~ satellite 
whisper - telephone 
puzzle - difficult 
METHOD USED 
not look on 
look on 
not look on 
look on 
not look on 
look on 
not look on 
not look on 
look on 
not look on 
look on 
not look on 
look on 
rodeo - lasso look on 
butterfly -· helicopter not look on 
juice - bacon look on 
shadow - fingers not look on 
measles - fever look on 
noise - traffic not look on 
wigwam - feathers look on 
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Method of Conducting the Experiment:-
Each teacher made forty word cards on 3u x: 9" oaktag with 
letters two inches high" It was decided when teaching the wards, 
that pictures would be eliminated because of the difficulty in 
obtaining duplicate copies suitable for true representation of each 
word. It was agreed that as much time as necessary be devoted to 
presenting the words as the size of groups and other factors such as 
intelligence might increase the time of presentation in some instances • 
.After teaching the words, ten minutes were alloted for the reading 
of each story; one story a day over a period of twenty days. The 
stories were printed in primer type ani compiled in book form, 
comparable in size to a primer reader, in the order in -which they 
were read. 
Plan Used in Teaching the Words t 
The teachers used the follmdng procedure for teaching the 
two words for each story. 
1. Show the flash card to the group, pronounce the word. 
2 .. Write the word on the board.,. Indicate the beginning· 
sound. 
3·· Discuss the meaning of the word. 
4. Write the ward in a phrase. 
5. Have the children read the phrase .. 
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After presenting the words for t..h.e day, the books, or book, 
depend.:ing upon the method being tac:ght, were passed and the reading 
lesson proceeded in the usual manner. Each day the preceeding days 
words -were reviewed using the flash cards, lim..i. ting the rev-lew to the 
two words only which were taught previously. This stipulation was 
made because the new words were not to be included in any seat work 
or other reading .material during the twenty day experimental period. 
Administration of ihe Tests: 
------- -· -- -...:-.-
At the completion of each unit., an oral test, using the flash 
cards, was given to each child individually~ A check sheet was used 
to check off the words the child recognized. Each check sheet 
indicated ihe unit being tested, number I, II, or III; listed the 
names of the children in each reading group; and included the names 
of all the words taugp t during the unit covered., The nUlJl.ber of 
~rds recognized was totalled as to 'look on' or 'not look on' words 
remembered by the children and noted by the teacher at the end of 
each unit. This procedure was followed for the three units. 
One week after the completion of the three units, a delayed 
test was administered to the entire class. This test included 
t"t-renty words with multiple choice pictures from which to choose, ani 
twenty w.ords which were catagorized un.der the follovri.ng headings: 
Weather 
Oars 
Things That Butterflies Can Make 
How Things Can Look 
Sounds We Hear How Things Can Taste 
The test was scored by marking the correct words With an 
20 
'L'. for 'look on' and an 1N' for 1 not look on. 1 The totals were 
recorded on the front cover of the test with no total· to exceed more 
than a possible score of twenty right for the 'look on' or more than 
twenty right for the 1 not look on' method by -which the words were 
taught. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to compare the effect of children 
looking on the book w.i th an audience situation during oral reading 
lessons for: 
l. The total population 
2. According to reading levels 
3. According to intelligence· levels 
4.. Sex differences in achievement. 
It was necessary to establish a level at which a difference 
could be significant. For this study, the level of significance 
chosen was 3.00. 
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Table VI shows a comparison of the total scores' as measured by 
the flash card tests given at the end of each unit. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF TOTAL SCORES ON THE UNIT TESTS 
No. of s. E .. S. E. 
I'1ethod Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. C. R. 
Look on 100 10.49 11.56 1.16 
.44 1.64 .27 
Not look on 100 10.05 11.55 1.16 
The mean score for look on was 10.)-i-9 compared to 10.05 for not 
look on. The critical ratio of .27 showed no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the look on method. Scores ral'lged 
from zero to·twenty for both methods. 
Table VII shows a co~arison of scores of the total group as 
measured by the delayed test given a~ the end of the experiment. 
TABLE ilii 
COMPJL'!ITSON OF TOTAL SCORES ON THE DELAYED TEST 
No. of B. E. S. E. 
Method Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. 
Look on 100 12.02 10.87 1.09 
.Jl 1.44 
Not look on 100 12.33 9.39 .94 
• 
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p., R .. 
.22 
The mean score for look on was 12.,02 compare& to 12.33 f0r not 
t: 
look on. The cr:i;,tical ratio of .22 showed no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the not look on method. Scores 
for look on ranged from four to tioifenty compared to a range of three to 
twenty for the not look on method. 
figure 1 shows the distribution of scores for the total group on 
the flash card tests at the end of each unit. 
FIGURE 1 
DisrRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE TOTAL GROUP 
ON THE UNIT TESTS 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached at 
twenty-two frequencies at the twelve to fourteen interval> while the 
peak for the not look on method was twenty-eight frequencies at the 
eight to ten interval. 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of scores for the total gr0up 0E. 
the delayed test at the end of the experiment. 
t--·-:--_.;.~'""'·' -~---,---..,.,.--.....,.-'--.,.,..--'=-.. -::..,.···~-::;-,.;..._~-:-
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FIGURE 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE Tar.AL GROUP 
ON THE DElAYED TEST 
·' ..
i· 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached at 
twenty frequencies on the score intervals from fourteen to sixteen, . 
while the peak for the not look on method was twenty-one freque11c:Les 
at the eight to ten interval. 
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Table VIII shows a comparison of the scores on the unit tests 
of the children in the first reading group. 
Method 
Look on 
Not look on 
., 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE FIRST GROUP 
ON THE UNIT TESTS 
No. of s. E. 
Pupils Mean S. D. M .. Diff. 
39 15.21 5.28 .85 
1 .. 16 
39 14.05 7.20 1.15 
S. E. 
Diff. C. R. 
1.43 .81 
The mean score for look on was 15.21 coir.!J?ared to 14.05 for not 
look on. The critical ratio of • 81 showed no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the look on method. 
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. 
Table IX shows a comparison of the scores on the delayed test 
of the children in the first reading group. 
Method 
Look on 
Not look on 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE FIRST GROUP 
ON THE DELAYED TEST 
No. of s. E. 
Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. 
39 l4.l5 6.48 l.04 
.47 
39 l4.62 6'.89 l.lO 
• 
·S. E. 
Diff. C. R. 
l.S'l .. 3l 
The mean score for look on was l4.l5 compared to l4.62 for not 
~' 
look on. The c:d tical ratio of .3l showed no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the not look on method. 
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Figure 3 shows the distribution of scores. for the first reading 
JITGURE 3 
DISfRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE FIRsr GROUP 
ON THE UNIT TESTS 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached at 
sixteen frequencies at the fourteen .to sixteen score interval~ while the 
peak for the not look on method was thirteen frequencies at the 
:fourteen to sll:teen interval. 
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Figure 4 shows the distribution of scores for the first reading 
group on the delayed test at the end of the experiment. 
JITGDRE 4 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE FIRST GROUP 
ON THE TIELA.YED TEST 
The peak for 1oiTords taught by the look on method was reached at 
eighteen frequencies at the si_neen to twenty double interval, 'While 
the peak for the not look on method was eleven frequencies at the 
sixteen to eighteen interval. 
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Table x· shows a comparison of the scores on the unit tests of 
the children in the· second reading group. 
Method 
Look on 
Not look on 
TABLE X: 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE SECOND GROUP 
ON THE UNIT TESTS 
No. of s. E. S. E. 
Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. 
31 9.29 5.73 1.03 
.03 1.57 
31 9.32 6.59 1.18 
C. R. 
.Ol 
The mean score for look on was 9.29 compared to 9.32 for not look 
on. The critical·ratio of .01 shm~ed no significant difference. 
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Table XI shows a co!l[)arison of the scores on the delayed test 
of the children in the s econi reading gr01.1p. 
Method 
Look on 
Not look on 
TABlE XI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE SECOND GRoUP 
ON THE DELAYED TEST 
No. of s. E. 
Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. 
31 ll.39 7.96 1.43 
1.09 
31 l2.48 4.67 .. 84 
S. E. I c. R. Diff. 
1.67 .65 
The mean score for look on -tv-as ll .. 39 compared t~ l2.48 for not 
look on. The crit'ical ratio of .65 showed no signific;'nt difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the not look on method. 
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Figure 5 shows the distribution of scores for the second reading 
group on the flash card tests given at the end of each unit. 
1i~GURE 5 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE SECOND GROUP 
ON THE UNIT TESTS 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached 
at ten frequencies at the eight to te~ score interval, -while the peak 
for the not look on method was p__:],.ne frequencies at the six to eight 
interval .. 
Figure 6 shmvs the distribution of scores for the secorrl 
reading group on the delayed test given at the end of the exper:ilnent. 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE SECOND GRDUP 
ON THE DELAYED TEST 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached 
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at nine frequencies at the six to eight score interval, -while the peak 
for the not look on method was ten frequencies at the twelve to 
fourteen interval. 
Table XII shows a comparison of the scores on the unit tests 
of the children in the third reading group. 
Method 
Look on 
Not look on 
TABLE XII 
OOMl'.ARISON OF SJORES FOR THE TEIRD GROUP 
ON THE UNIT TESTS 
No. of S. E. 
Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. 
30 5.60 4.50 •. 82 
.oo 
30 5.60 5.3l .97 
The mean scores for both methods was 5·.6o. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
34 
O. R. 
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Table XIII shows a comparison of the scores on the delayed 
tests of the children in the third reading group • 
... 
TABIE nn 
CpMPARISON OF SCORES FOR THE THIRD! GROUP 
. ON THE DELAYED TEST . 
. . No_;· of . . . . . . . ' . ~ . S,. ·E. s. E .• 
Method Pupils Mean s. D .• M. Diff. Diff. C,. R. 
. ... 
Look on 30 9 .• 90 4.50 .82 
.Bo 1.12 .71 
Not look on 30 9.10 4 .• _24 • 77 
' 
.. . . . '.- . 
~ ! 
The mean ~·core for look on was 9.90 compared to 9.10 for not look 
on. The crit~eal ratio of .71 showed no significant difference. The 
slight difference was in favor of the look on method. 
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F.igure 7 shows the distribution of' scores f'or the third reading 
group on the· f'Iash card tests at the end of' each unit. 
FIGURE 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF OOORES FOR THE THIRD GROUP 
ON THE UNIT TESTS 
The peak f'or words taught by the look on method was reached at 
seventeen frequencies at the double score intervals f'rom two to six, 
while the peak f'or the not look on method was eighteen frequencies 
at the double score interval f'rom four to eight. 
Figure 8 shows the distribution of scores for the third 
F.IGDRE 8 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE THIRD GROUP 
ON 'IHE DELAYED TEST 
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The peak for words taught by the look on method was rea~hed at 
sixteen frequencies at the double score intervals from ten to fourteen, 
while the peak for the not look on method was thirteen frequencies at 
the cight to ten interval. 
Table XIV shows the comparison of the scores on the unit 
test of children with mental ages above 6-8. 
Method 
U>ok on 
' 
TABIE llV 
COMP.ARISON OF SCORES ON THE UNIT TESTS OF CHILDR:EN 
WITH MENTAL AGES ABOVE 6-8 
No. of S. E. S. E. 
Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. 
35 13 .. 46 6.03 1.02 
.46 l.Bo 
Not look on 35 13.00 8.75 1.48 
38 
c. R. 
.26 
The mean score for look on was 13.46 compared to 13.00 for not 
look on. The critical ratio of .26 showed no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the look on method. 
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Table XV shows the comparison of the scores on the delayed test 
of children with mental ages above 6'-8. 
TABLE 1Jl 
CXJMPARISON·~iOF SCORES ON THE DELAYED TEST OF cH:¢rnREN 
'WITH :MENTAL AGES ABOVE 6-8 ' 
No.· of s. E. S. E •. 
Method Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. O. R. 
-
Look on 35 13.26 6.86 l •. l6 
l.05 l.5l .70 
Not look on 35 J..4.3l 5.71 .96 
The mean score for look on was 13.26 Coli!Jared to J4.3l f0r not 
look on. The critical ratio o.f .70 showed no significant difference • 
. ·l 
The slight difference was in favor of the not look on method •. 
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Figure 9 shows the distribution of scores for the thirty-five 
children with mental ages above six years and eight months on the 
flash card test at the end of each unit. 
FIGURE 9 
DISTRIBUTION OF SO ORES FOR OHiillREN WITH 
MENTAL AGES ABOVE 6-8 ON UNIT TESTS 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached at 
eleven frequencies at the score interval from fourteen to sixteen, 
while the peak :for the not look on method was eight frequencies at the 
interval from sixteen to eighteen. 
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Figure lO shows the distribution of scores for the thirty-five 
children with mental ages above six. years and eight months on the 
delayed test given at the end of the exper:iJnent. 
FIGURE lO 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR CHIIDREN 1-JITH 
MENTAL AGES ABOVE 6-8 ON DELAYED TEST 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached at 
nine frequencies at the score interval from sixteen to eighteen, wbile 
the peak .for the nat look on method was ten .frequencies at the ten to 
twelve interval. 
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Table XVI shows the comparison of the scores on the un:it tests 
of children with mental ages between 6-1 and 6-8. 
Method 
Look on 
Not look 
T.ABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF OOORES ON THE UNIT TESTS OF CBILDREN 
WITH MENTAL AGES BE'IVJEEN 6-1 ilND 6-8 
No. of S. E. S. E. 
Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. 
39 10.74 7.28 1.17 
1.05 1.70 
on 39 9.&9 7.68 1.23 
C. R. 
.61 
The mean score for look on was 10.74 compared to 9.69 for not 
look on. The critical ratio of .61 showed no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the look on method. 
Table XVII shows the comparison of the scores on the delayed 
test of children with mental ages between 6-1 and 6-8. 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON 'IHE DELAYED TEST OF CHIIJ)R.t!,~ 
WITH MENTAL AGES BNrWEEN 6-1 .AND 6-8 
~·'f 
,, 
\ 
No. of S •. E. S. E. 
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Method Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. C. R. 
Look on· 39 12.03 8.28 1.33 
.o6 1.67 .. 04 
Not look on 39 11.97 6.29 1.01 
The mean score for look on was 12.03 compared to 11.97 for not 
look on.. The critical ratio of .04 soowed no significant difference. 
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Figure ll shows the distribution of scores for the thirty-
nine children whose mental ages rang,ed from six years and one month 
to six years and eight months on the flash card tests given at the 
end of ea,ch unit. 
FIGURE ll 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR CHILDREN WQTH MENTAL 
AGES BETWEEN 6-1 AND 6-8 ON UNIT TESTS 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached 
at ten frequencies at the eight to ten score interval, while the 
peak for the not look on method was eleven frequencies at the fourteen 
to sixteen interval. 
F.igure l2 shows the distribution of scores for the thirty-
nine Children whose mental ages ranged from six years and one month 
to six years and eight months on the delayed test given at the end 
FIGURE 12 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR CHIIJJR:EN WITH MENTAL AGES 
BETWEEN 6-l AND 6-8 ON DELAYED TEST 
The peak for -words taught by the look on method was reached 
at twelve frequencies at the six to eight score interval, -vmile the 
peak for the not look on method was twelve frequencies at the eight 
to ten interval. 
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Table XVIII shows the comparison of the scores of the unit 
tests of children with mental ages b·~low 6-1. 
Method 
Look on 
Not look 
TJ\..BLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE UNIT TESTS OF CHILDREN 
'WITH MEN"T.AL AGES BELOW 6-1 
No. of .s. E. .S. E • 
Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. 
26 6.l2 5.03 .99 
.38 1.37 
on 26 6 .. 50 4.77 .94 
46 
C. R. 
.28 
The mean score for look on was 6.12 compared to 6.50 for not 
look on. The critical ratio of .28 sh~red no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the not look on method. 
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Table XIX shows the comparison·of the scores on the delayed 
test of children with mental ages below 6-l. 
TABLE XIX 
, 
COMPARIS6N OF SCORES ON THE DELAYED TEST OF ;CHILDREN 
. 'WITH MENTAL AGES BELOW 6-l ~. 
'* 
No. of S. E. S. E. 
Method Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. C. R. 
Look on 26 l0.3.5 5.99 l.l7 
.27 l.45 .l9 
Not look on 26 lO.OS 4.34 .85 
The mean score for look on was l0.35 compared to l0.08 for not 
look on. The critical ratio of .l9 showed no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the look on method. 
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Figure 13 shCJwS the distribution of scores for the twenty-six 
children -w.i th mental ages below six years and one month on the flash 
card tests at the end of each w..i t. 
FIGURE 13 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR CHILDREN WITH 
MEN"TAL AGES BELOW 6-1 ON UNIT TESTS 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached 
at nine frequencies at the four to six score interval, wbile the 
peak for the not look on method was nine frequencies at the eight 
to ten interval. 
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Figure 14 shows the distribution of scores for the twenty~s±x: 
children with mental ages below six years and one month on the 
delayed test given at the end of the experiment. 
FIGURE J..4 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR CHILDREN 1-V""ITH 
MENTAL .AGES BEID'T;IT 6-l ON DELAYED TEST 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached at 
nine .frequencies at the twelve to fourteen score interval, while the 
peak for the not look on method was twelve frequencies at the eight 
to ten interval. 
Table XX shows the COIJ'!lariso:n: of scores of boys ani girls by 
the look on method as measured by the flash card tests at the end of 
each unit. 
TABLE XX: 
CO:MP.ARISON OF SCORES OF BOYS .AND GIRLS ON THE 
UNIT TESTS FOR lOOK ON MErHOD 
No. of s. E. S. E. 
50 
Sex Pupils Mean S. D. M. Diff. Diff. C. R. 
Boys 47 9.21 8.85 L29 
2.41 1.83 1.32 
Girls 53 11.62 9.49 1.30 
The mean score for boys was 9. 21 compared to 11.62 for girls. 
The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of 1.32 in 
favor of girls showed 90 chances in 100 that it is a true difference. 
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Table XXI shows the co!f.!Parison of scc:>res of boys. and girls by 
look on method as measured by the delayed test at the end of the 
experiment. 
-~ :~. TABLE x:n· 
i ~ 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OF :OOYS AND GIRLS ON THE 
DELAYED TEST FOR IDOK ON M.ErHOD 
No. of s. E., S. E. 
Sex Pupils Mean S. D. M .. Diff. Diff. C. R. 
Boys 47 10.79 7.25 1.06 
2.32 1.45 1.60 
Girls 53 13.11 7.23 .99 
The mean score for boys was 10.79 compared to 13!?-J- fc:>r girls. 
~ 
'I· .,. 
The difference was not significant. The critical ratio of l.CO showed 
94 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of girls. 
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Figure 15 shows the distribution of scores of boys and girls 
by the look on method as measured by the flash card tests given at 
the end of each unit. 
FIGURE 15 
"DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS BY 
IDOK ON METHOD ON UNIT TESTS 
The scores for the boys were rather evenly distributed 
throughout the scale, while the peak for the girls was reached at 
fifteen frequencies at the double score interval from twelve to 
sixteen. 
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Figure 16 shows the distribution o£ scores o£ boys and girls 
by the look on method as measured by the delayed test given at the 
end o:f the experiment. 
DISTRIBUTION OF SJORES BY BOYS AND GIRLS BY 
IDOK ON METHOD ON DELAYED TEST 
53 
The peak £or the boys was reached at fourteen £requencies at 
the eight to ten score interval_, "While the peak £or the girls was 
s:ixteen £requencies at the twelve to· £ourteen interval. 
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Table XXII shows the comparison of scores of boys and girls 
by the not look on method as measured by the :flash card tests at the 
end of each unit. 
Sex: 
Boys 
Girls 
TABLE XXII 
COMP.l\RISON OF SJORES OF BOYS .AND GIRLS ON 
THE UNIT TESTS FOR NOT LOOK ON 
METHOD 
No. of s. E. 
Pupils Mean S. D. M. Di:f:f. 
47 9.30 10.28 1.50 
1.42 
53 10.72 9.37 1.29 
S. E. 
Di:f:f • C. R. 
1 .. 98 .72 
The mean score :for boys was 9.JO compared to 10 •. 72 :for girls. 
The critical ratio of • 72 showed no significant difference. The 
slight di:f:ference was in :favor of the girls. 
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Table XXIII shows the comparison of scores .for boys and girls 
by the not look on method as measured by the delayed test at the 
. . 
end of the experiment. 
Sex 
Boys 
Girls 
TABLE XXIII 
OOMHARISON OF SCORES OF BOYS .AND GIRLS ON THE 
TIELA.YED TEST FOR NOT IDOK ON METHOD 
No. of s. E. S. E. 
Pupils Mean S. D. M • Diff. Diff. 
. . 
47 ll.36 6.76 .99 
1.77 1.42 
53 13.13 7.43 1.02 
O. R. 
1.24 
The mean sbore for boys was 11.36 compared to l3.l3 for girls. 
,_ 
The difference was not significant. The critical ratio, of 1.24 showed 
89 chances in lOO that it is a true difference in favor of girls. 
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. Figure 17 shov-rs the distribution of scores of boys and girls 
by the not look on method as measlJI'ed by the flash card tests at the 
end of each unit. 
1 /<>,7J-
' l 
I 
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FIGURE 17 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF GIRLS AND BOYS 
BY Nor LOOK ON METHOD ON DELAYED TEsr 
The peak for the boys was reached at fourteen frequencies at 
the eight to ten score interval., while the peak for the girls 
was fourteen frequencies at the eight to ten interval. 
JJJ..gure 18 shows the distribution of scores of boys and 
girls by the not look on method as measured by the delayed test 
given at the end of the experiment. 
FIGURE 18 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS 
BY Nor LOOK ON METHOD ON THE DELAYED TEST 
The peak for the boys was reached at fourteen frequencies 
at the eight to ten score interval., vThile the peak for the girls 
was fm.1rteen frequencies at the eight to ten interval. 
5? 
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Table XXIV shows the comparison of scores of the look on and 
not look on methods of boys was measured by the flash card tests at 
the end of each unit. 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OF BOYS ON THE UNIT TESTS 
No. of S. E. S. E. 
Method Pupils Mean s. D. M. Diff. Diff. c. R. 
Look on 47 9.21 8.85 1.29 
.09 1.98 .o5 
Not look on 47 9.30 10.28 1.50 
The mean score for look on l:·ras 9. 21 compared to 9.30 for not 
look on. The critical ratio of .o5 showed no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the not look on method. 
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Table m shows the con:parison of scores of the look on and 
not look on methods of boys as measured by the delayed test at the 
er.d of the experinfent. 
TABLE XXV 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OF BOYS ON THE DELAYED TEST 
No. of s. E. S. E. 
Method Pupils Mean S. D. 1'1. Di:ff. Diff. C. R. 
Look on 47 10.79 7.25 1.06 
.57 1.45 .. 39 
Not look on 47 11.36 6.76 .99 
" .-
.. 
The mean sctre for look on was 10.79 compared to 11.36 for 
... 
not look on. The-critical ratio of .39 showed no significant difference. 
The slight difference was in favor of the not look on method. 
Figure l9 shows the distrioution of scores for the forty ... 
seven boys on the flash card test given at the errl of each unit. 
DISTRIBUTION OF PGeRES OF FORTY-SEVEN BOYS 
ON UNIT TESTS 
The scores for words taught by the look on method were 
rather evenly distributed throughout the scale, vrllile the peak for 
the not look on method was reached at ten frequencies at the score 
interval from four to six. 
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Figure 20 shows the distribution of scores for the forty-seven 
boys on the delayed test given at the end of the experiment. 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF FORTY-SEVEN BOYS 
ON DELAYED TEST. 
The peak .for words taught by the look on method was reached 
at fourteen frequencies at the score interval from eight to taD., 
While the peak for the not look on method was also reached at 
fourteen frequencies at the eight to ten interval. 
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Table XXVI shows the comparison of scores of the look on 
and not look on methods of girls as measured by the flash card tests 
at the end of each unit. 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OF GIRlS ON UNIT TESTS 
No. of s. E. S. E. 
Method Pupils Mean s. D. M. Diff. Diff. C. R. 
·• 
Look on 53 ll.62 9.49 l.30 I Not look on .90 l.83 .49 53 l0.72 9.37 l.29 
The mean score for the look on method was ll.62 compared to 
lO. 72 for the not look on method. The critical ratio of .49 showed 
no significant difference. The slight difference was in favor of 
the look on method. 
Table XXVII shows the comparison of scores of the look on 
and not look on methods of girls as measured by the delayed test at the 
end of the experim~nt .. 
TABLE XXVII 
COMP.ARIOON OF SCORES OF GIRLS ON DELAYED TEST 
No~ of S.E. ·. s~ E! · 
Method Pupils Mean s~ n~ M. Diff~ . Diff<t c. R! 
Look on 53 l3.ll 7~23 .99 
.,02 1.42 .Ol 
Not look on 53 13.13 7.43 1.02 
~ 
. J 
The mean score for the look on method was 13.11 compared to 
.;~ 
13.13 for the not look on method~ The critical ratio of .01 showed no 
significant difference. 
Figure 2l shows the distribution __ ()f scores for the fifty-
three girls on the flash card tests at the end of each unit. 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR FIFTY-THREE GIRLS 
ON THE UNIT TESTS 
The peak for words taught by the look on method was reached 
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at fifteen frequencies at the double score intervals from twelve to 
sixteen, While the peak for the not look on method was fourteen 
frequencies at the eight to ten interval. 
Figure 22 shows the distribution of' scores f'or the f'if'ty-_ 
three girls on the delayed test at the end of' the experilnent! 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR FIJJTY-THREE GIRLS 
ON THE DELA~ TEST 
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The peak f'or words taught by the look on method was reached at 
I 
s:bcteen f'requencies at the score interval f'rom twelve to f'ourteen, 
while the peak f'or the not look on method was f'ourteen f'requencies at 
the eight to ten interval. 
CHli.PTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was carried on for the purpose of determining 
word mastery in fue first grade in oral reading by co~ing the 
1look on' method versus the 1not look on 1 method. In order to 
establish by which method children better master vocabulary~ a series 
of forty words were taught; twenty being presented with the 'look on' 
method ani twenty taught using the 1not look on' technique. 
The four teachers participating in this experfu.ent divided the 
stories so that two were teaching the words with 'look on' while the 
other two teachers were teaching 1 not look on .. 1 In this manner, each 
word vms taught using the two methods, thus provlding a medium for 
comparison. 
The follov.Jing conclusion may be dra-vm: 
There were no significant differences between the two methods 
on either the unit or the delayed tests. 
l. The means on the unit tests were l0.49 for the 1look on1 
method and l0.05 for the 1not look on' method. 
2. The means on the delayed test were l2.02 for the 1 look 
on 1 method and l2.33 for the 'not look on' method. 
OHAPrER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FITRI'HER RESEARCH 
Some problems which might seem worthy of further research are: 
1. Would the results of a similar study be more significant 
if it were carried out for a longer period of time? 
2. If this experiment was conducted at the end .rather than 
in. the middle o·f the school year :J ·would there be 
significant results? . 
3. What results might prove significant if this experiment 
was carried out using a larger population? 
4. How significant 1IDuld the results be if provisions were 
made for the difference in learning rate relative to the 
achievement level of each group? 
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APPENDIX 
LESSON PLAN 
The Red Line 
Lesson I 
(thermometer, weather) 
The teacher asks, rtDo you have a thermometer at home? Can 
you see a thermometer in our room? For what is a thermometer used?" 
Allow a short time for discussion. ttThis word says thermometer. 
Let me hear you say it. Is thermometer a little word or a big word? 
Watch -while I write thermometer on the board. What two letters do 
you see at the beginning of the word? This word thermometer begins 
like scme other words we know - the, they, this., 
see at the end of thermometer? Yes, it is ttRn. 
ttRtt? Let 1 s all say the word again." 
What letter do you 
Can you hear the 
IIQur other word today is weather. t1 Hold up appropriate card 
ttls the weather hot or cold in the winter?· •••• in the s1lilllller? Look 
at this word as I write it on the board. Let 1 s all say the word. 
"What letter does it begin -with? C&"'l you think of some other -words 
that begin like weather? Look at the end of weather. What letter 
is that?. Can you hear it? 
Who would like to read the two words on the board? Who would 
like to read the words on the cards? 11 Allow time for several children 
to read the words from board and cards .. 
• 
•• 
Write the following phrases on the board. Have several 
children read them. 
a big thermometer 
in the thermometer 
cold weather 
two thermometers 
my thermometer 
in hot weather 
in cold weather 
~!j· f1Q!F ua-'·-'-v n .J~.. ....:\. 1 ·l• l.lu f.) 
•: We ha"le a big thermometer ... 
·.:\). f', _:-,.~·o··.:·,.·,; J.-.l:·._.yq·e a 'h~. U' -·l··ne:r· m~\l'1'1·e·t- c.r? n 
- - ... u•- .ll. I t.,J., ·~· ~ IJ .J~b ...... ._ '!';..1..\.!:.S.. \,_f \. ..... ._ O' 
n We do not have a the:rmom.ete:r'" n 
This 1ttt1e thermom.ete:r is 
in the house ... 
satd Tom._, 
a thermometer" 
He will like to lock 
... 
( 
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Winter at the Farm 
11 We have fun at the farm~ u 
said Ted to Grandmother(> 
Grandmother laughed and said~ 
nwe like you and Sally to come 
to the farmo "' 
Ted and Sally 1 iked, to go out 
and play" 
One day Ted looked UPo 
He saw gray cloudsc 
Ted said.~ "It is going to sto:rmo 
It may be a bl1.zzard, SallYo n 
11 A blizzard is a 'big~ big snow storm~ 11 
said Ted.., 
)I 
Snow~ cold and big winds 
make a blizzardo 
It storms and storms and stormsou 
The snow storm did comeo 
The wind cameo 
It got cold outp tooo 
Sally wanted to go out and playo 
Grru1dfather said,uNo 1 no, SallYo 
We do not go out in a b1izzard.., 11 
It stormed and stormed.., 
~You have to go to bed now~" 
said Grandmother e. 
Ted wanted to look at the snowo 
I! It will snow all nigl1t~" 
said Grandfather~ 
11
'1'his is a big~ big storm ... 
1 t is a blizzard c. n 
Ted and Sally went to bedQ 
Get up, §ally, n said Gra.ndmother.., 
\1 . Look at the sun.., 
Look at all the snowon 
uA blizzard is a big:s big storm.., 
Lool\: at all the snow~ u said Ted .. 
u We will have to help Grandfather o u 
Two Excited Boys 
Tom and Jacl< are friends" 
When school is overfi 
they play together~ 
Sometimes they go in the house 
to lool< at television .. 
One day they were very excitedo 
They ran to Mother .. 
ucome and look at telev1sion~ 6 
Tom said., 
''Dick is on . ito n 
Motb.er was excited tooo 
She came in to look at. te1evis1on~ 
They all saw Dick playing 
the pianoo 
•1we would like to be on television," 
said the excited boyso 
n.May we?" said Tomo 
nThere is a pretty song that 
we sing in schoolo 
Could we sing that on television?., 
•Maybe you can~" said Mother~ 
"I would like you to slng the song 
for me now~.~ n 
uwe are very excited 
but we will sing it~u said the bOY5o 
"Good 31 n said Mothero 
vi will make believe that 
you are on television<>" 
2 ... 
The two boys sang and sango 
Soon they were very tireda 
The next day they told the teacher 
about seeing Dick on television~. 
She had the two boys sing 
to, the childreno 
They were happy and excitedo 
The teacher sa1d~ 0 You may sing 
' in school every dayo 
Maybe soon you can be 
on television tooo 
T".ne Naughty Kit:'cen 
Janet said: "See what 1 have flo tl. 
Penny said1 "What is in the box? 11 
Janet said, nLool-r and see .. n 
Penny said, nit is a little .Ititten .. 
nWe VAill ca.ll her Mischief., u 
~isehief~ Mischief, 
[I 
Come and play wi t11 mea 
Janet said:J nMischief will not play, 
She has to have her milk ... n 
"Come Misch:tef,. Come Mischief ... 
H • .}k H ere 1s your m1 _g 
But Mischief did not come .. 
~ischief ran awayo 
Mischief ran and ra~o 
She came to a li.ttle boy Qo 
M1schi$f said~ "L:tttle Boye 
1 am a naughty kittenQ 
I am naughty and I 1 ike to get 
into misch1efo 
\ 
TI1e little boy sa1C." 
'l.U.seh:i.e_f:; someon.e will be looking 
for YOUo 
Go home you naughty kittenv" 
Mischief said!" 
''No I will m.ot go homec" 
The little boy saidr. nMischief 9 
You are a nal~hty kitteno 0 
•. 
l 
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Tl1e naughty lcitten went on .. 
She came to a dog., 
'f""'e- do"" s.,..;d nL.·r·'·····Je 1..-.;·c· ·:·.en 
-.ti ' ~ L (:.,~c .J .~ U 1._, • , )..!.. tv--! 
Mtschief said,1 
n I e.m a na1.tg.h ty• · J.<:t t ten., 
I ran a1J/ay 't> 11 
I will go and. find your r;~.:i.:U{o 
T_ 1 -> i(r.."l mi J. t... :~ 
_ .. ..t.J:. .. V 1- .... -~ .. .,:. 
You can. not· have my mil.Ru 
I Will not be naughty .. 
I will.be good ... 
u I will go homeo 
You are a naughty dogo 
Janet will not give my milk 
to a naughty dogo 
,, 
So the na.ughty kitten went home" 
Janet said, nHere comes 
II 
my naughty kitteno 
eYou naughty kitten~ 
Where ha:ve you been?" 
The naughty kitten 
looked at Janet and Pennyc 
She said, ~My name is ~ischiefo 
I have been naughtYo 
I will not be naughty againo 
May I have my milk? u. 
4 ... 
Ja.net··said, 11Yes, Mischief .. 
Here is your milko 
I di<l not give it to tl1e n~M}J.t.~ dogo tt 
Mischief said, ul like my ·milk.., 
! will-not be naughty& 
I will ·stay home ruad be go£ld4" 
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··_.· :o::;c,},o,Ls..,,,,- ;.:;,: .. · <:<r:~;:~:i·;;~~c;~~:+~i:.~~ 
He 11vas a/.ra:i.d" 
1'1 e was l1 appy (· 
He cov.lc1 see the other satellttes '0''\)0,, 
1:i0 bl~·')L•erl Cl:.J .• t·he 0-'-k,~ . .., .-.n"·el"ll"-'-·::-.g b .lL....b.':.. ,..y <". t• ·;J.L w.U'--'1 0 ;.;. !.,, • ._J. t•v o 
He blinJced at. he:r" 
She blinked at him.., 
Blinl<.,v wanterJ to go to tl1e star o 
He went as fast as he could& 
He lool{ed at tl"le earth" 
It was so little, 
It loo!ced like a little ball~ 
Soon he could not see the earth 
He could not get 
~-.,·'· <-l1~·•J ;- 1·; nV.ed 
.J::J i...t ~J ~..;- v .,, ) - .1. .:.. ...... \.. ..c. at: ea~::::h otl10r ., 
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A Surprise Party 
Susan wanted to have a party,, 
She ran to Mothero 
n.Ma.y we have a suxp:rise party 
for Alice?" she sai.do 
nShe wi.ll be seven tomorrowo 
We must \~fhispe:r o u 
n1fc.s ··rou mn'iT fl Sa1 d a.do·'-her 
"""" j .C<·.;tj) .J. W. !.> -0 
t!You must help with the wo~fko 
Telephone for a birthday cakec~ 
Whisper on the telephoneo 
1 do not want Alice to hear youo 
c . • " ~he iS Up 1n .t'le:r roomo 
Susan .!"'~·v;L ·to ,·.'"".>t.A-;- .,_: ~.:. ·?as·:-
- UA.:. ~ -...., 1J ~ • .J'• . L. •~ 0 
work1ngo 
1 did not lNant h.e:r T,o get;. 
'l.he telephone.[;' 11 sal.d ~usan.) 
The next day the children weTe 
at, school..., 
They had ·{;o whisper i) 
They dj_d not Wili!t A11ce to hearr. 
Her f.ri ends ware J..J'l the house~ 
?._ 
1 
{ 
\... ,. 
Now 1 1mow why I saw 
you and Motl1e:r vmispe:r: u said Aliceo 
r:Now I know why you ran 
to the telephone;- Susano" 
110h;J look at. the pretty cal<:e, !I 
said Aliceo 
ni wish we could ha~e 
a surprise pa:rty every day.," 
.A pretty walking doll 
A red party dress 
A big toy animal 
~1d a difficult puzzle~ 
Sally said to Mother9 
n- + "' th · 1" .... 1 'na.."1 ~ ·a puzz.t e . a·c ~ dif:Cl.culto 
I have one puzzlec 
But it :ls not di.fftculto 
Now I want a. rliff.icul\~ puzzleo tt 
Moth.er was so surprised., 
. },. 
Sally could not stay ln 1)edc 
:3t18 want.ed. to 1 ook 
She got ou't of he:t bedf) 
It was qui.et .. 
It was difficult to seeu 
"Th '" ·1 i ·"~ 1 . 'b d t' : e .t arru y s B..t...... 1n e ~ 
she saido 
~It will be difficult to seec 
But: I wan not wait"' 
lt w111 be difficult to wa.lko 
But I can not waito ~~ 
A big doll 
And a puzz:?~e--... a new puzz1e.> 
tcNow I can go to bed .. 
eo.r ·- 1 n 'd S 1 ... 1.·.cvv ! can s __ eep1, sa1 ~. a_J.y" 
l ··r,· 'll!r·~s d"' ..... ;:.i~P-1"'" t:m see , U1:i .(.J • .l. .._ o-1.. .... q.;V _, ..• Q 
She bumped 1..nto a v~ableo 
•.rTllat mw:1t be Santa ClausQ 
3 .. .. 
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fa~tl'l.ai' 
Bti~ he liked the rodeo best~ 
E-~~E.-........ -. .--.1n1·o· o·~·-• 'l-1 ·~...). ~~! •·.·V -''J '/:"/ 
r:i.de :Last" 
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The lasso cmne d.own on the ·00Wv 
Ee wa.s a good COli~boyo 
Di.cl you 1 tke tl'le rodeG .0 
a no~7 gooa· ~orieo » 
<OoM ~ V-\ o:~ .F.~ \. ~ 
.. Just. then ,Jacl< saw a man 
1ui ;-1'1 -;-ovs· u~_ .. _.r "'·"~ "" 
He had toy COVVSo 
Jm.d he had a little toy lasso':> 
I 
I 
I 
l 
! 
said. !i'athe:ir' (> 
said Jach:(J 
!!~~ - f,' •• , 
.1 ea.n .r:;.ave :,cun w1·c.n 
l'D.y toy lasso,~ 
.Jerry wi.ll like to play rodeo ... 
We can hBJ.re a rodeo every da.y" n 
A Surprise 
One day Jerry went 
£or a walk~ 
He looked up in a tree~ 
He saw a big blue bird~ 
And he saw something little., 
Jerry ran to Mother .. 
ttWhat is this? n. said Jerry o 
11 It is little and it 1-s w!liteo 
What is it?u 
ult is a cocoon~ n said Mothero 
UPut i't i b J n a ox9 erryG 
One day that cocoon will 
surprise youo 
Put it in a box and look at it 
1/ 
said Mother iO 
Jerry ran to get a. box~ 
He put the cocoon in the box~ 
Every day be lool1:ed 
at the cococm~ 
But he saiQ/ no surprise" 
11 This cocco.n is :no good~ u 
sai.d Jerryo · 
til can not see a surpriseon 
"1Ywther said~ 
UTh . .. ' ..,.. e cocoon lS gooa~ ~erryo 
You will seeotl 
One da_y t1h.e cocoon did 
.surpw.'Jse Jerry.,. 
He. looked~ ±n the box and saw 
a butterfly~ 
41 It was a pretty yell~w butterflYo 
raM other~ Mother 1 tr he.. said .. 
11 Come and. se.eo 
See the pr@tty· yellow butterfly .. 
The. butterfly l.s in my box~w 
Mother came. to see 
the.. yellow but·terfly o 
"Y I J u h d es, . erry51 .s.e sal., 
ul can see the pretty butterflYo 
The butterfly came 
out of the cocoon~ 
The butte:rfJ.y is the. surprise .. 
Do you l:f.ke the .sn:rp.r:ise?n 
"Yes~ Mother~u said Jerryo 
»lt is a good surprisec 
I want Alice to see my butterflYo" 
Jerry ran to get Aliceo 
D i r:;Jc and J an.e 11arl a 
T.tlay were going to gi·•Je her 
breakfast in bedo 
'l'fnat fun tt was going to be,~ 
Vfaa:~~ will they gi.ve her? 
Whe:t will. we cook? n. 
some 
• , II JUJ.CG., . 
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ll- • 
· 1 Kl'WW she 1id.11 1 J.ke 
T \Wf 1 l c· r.ok ~ .. ·., "?·Y,·(~ 
,&. •~'··'-··• '-'' V/.J;j~ 
Will ym,~ get the 
8 '"'''"'!e b.~ r· o-~ ... hsJ. d.>V JJ. . .i.o 
Jan.e said,, 
~I! .. 4 •;:: :ma:t run th1s :ts" ·· 
Sally put the orange juice on the tray,., 
She put the bacon and eggs on the tray,. 
Then they took tl1e tray up to Mother o 
.. 
Mo~ar_-wa.a so su:r:_prised 
._, 
--
the orailge juice, bac'on 
on the trayo 
I' 
She said, "Thank \, yOUo 
I wish every day was my 
:-~~- . . . . 
.•. -·I 
t6 see 
and eggs 
birthdaye 
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Fun With Shadows 
"Will you play with me Kathy?" 
said Mikeeo 
We can play with shadowso» 
Kathy said, nl lik@ to play 
With YOUo 
How do you play with shadows, Mike?~ 
. uLook at me.? n said Mikeo 
aSee my ShadOWo 
I stand and my shadow standso 
I run and my shad ow runs., 
I jump and my shadow jumpso 11 
"That 1s fun~n said Kathyo 
"'I will play tooo u 
t:My f:!ngers have snadows tooo 
- ' "" t • 
.:t. can maKe a !jun.ny fi.l.aoowo 
S ..... - -II·'··; • '1' 'II-' ._ 'i ·I· . ,. .• ,. ... , 
•\.,-.· '"":.~ r -- ~-! : t ~~.- ' , ~...... ! ;. ..1 ~> ( -~ -~·--':....1. ~) o 
nT --~l ,., ·.,_.' l· ~..,,...y i'OO 
.... w). .... 1. r.,.a K..:, a .;u ,...u. .... ,, 
:Katl1Y said o 
Se8 the finger shadows go downou 
11 Loo}<. · ::~:t my :fingers 9 Ka.t11y ~ u 
>.' 
-~~·. 
~The fingers make a crocodile., 
He wants to eat youo 
Up and down go the finger shadowsou 
11Here comes Mothe:r;nsaid Katl"lyo 
"Mother, can you make 
:finger shadows? u 
uNojl Kathy:~ I can not)J a said Mot;her o 
11May I see the shadows you :make? u 
M.il{e and Kathy did make 
finger shadowso 
Mother laughed at the shadows<) 
Mother liked to see 
Mike and Kathy play~ 
nThey have fun playing~n said .Mother~ 
No School 
g 
I . "Good morntng)) Miss BrovJl1,!} a 
said Mother~ 
"BillY ts at home todayo 
He can not, go to s(chool o 
He has the measles., 
u h f . u lAB as a ever ~OOc 
e- Bil- · bAd~n 18 -l.Y 111 - & 
said Miss B:rowno 
Sa·.~a· Mf··•·~he""' .,&.. ..... ~ r,.N •.f .. '0 
".,.,.VI(.'), ·J t~.~·'· ''-r .. 1·:· ·~ ·., ,., 0··r~f.'~ ·:·~ot1 a- ·~r. J. .lA....., \ 't.~<J ~)\.J... ~i! ..i.l.J. ·U L .. · ·~·· "'~ ....... ,J ._, 
See thE:! red spots on me') tl 
"The measles make the spots., u 
said Mother<) 
ttMay I get up and play, Mother? :t 
saiq Billyo 
"o-~ B'l1 n ·d M t·k 
.u no .!I no~ L --Y:J sa1 o -,ue:r» 
uYou have a feve:r.· .. 
You can not get up wi tl1 a fever C> " 
\\ 
t)Motl1er," said BillY a 
'~WiJ.l the red spo·ts go awa;)f'?" 
liYes~ Billy~" sald Mothero 
They will go away.) 
The :f·ever will go away:; tooc 
Then you can get up and play ... 1' 
"1 may get up Sunday:i tt said BillYo . 
"I will play and I will have fu.no 
Will tb,e measles go away by Sunday?n 
~we will see, Billy,n said Mothe~~ 
uThe measles may go away by SundaYQ 
The :fever may be goneo 
Then you can get upl) 
The11 you can go out and pla.y 6 
Then you can go to school~ 
1'hey werE' going to see 
Gra.ndmothHr a.nd· Grand.fatller·~., 
They liked to go 
t~o Grandmothers s houseo 
The:ro were macy su:rpr1.ses there,) 
':r.:·1.ey llked the f'u.nny (:oo.tc!.es 
that Grandmother madeo 
.· . . •· .. ": 
' . ' .. ~ _. ~ 
~fnat tra!!:!J:; there was ... 
i_ '' 
They said~ 
15
'What 18 the noise? n 
They eould not guess 
· what the noise was(> 
· 'rllen the cars stopped"' 
There were cars an.d cars .. 
Oh9 what tratficl 
Then the children sa)d"~ 
ult 1s a parade\? 
The parade made t.h e traffic S'tOPo 
The parade made the noisef> 
Tney jumped out of the car~ 
They wanted to see the paradeo 
A man was there to help the traffico 
He aaid to the childrenD 
"Loci<.: out. for the tra!t1~ .. u 
l 
r 
Tl1e parade was tun to look ate-
What noise it madeJ 
They laughed at the fat girl 
in the little :red wa.gonQ 
They laughed at the funny clowno 
He jumped up and downo 
Then the parade was overc 
The cars made noiseo 
TI1e traf!1c started to goo 
The children got into the car.;> 
They went; to GrandmotherYso 
' 
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J Sparkle and the Bracelet 
Spar.t<:Jo wa.s H little g1rlc 
HHr name •.r.:a .. s Sparkle boca.use 
she had reti hai.r .~ 
~ . ; ~. . . 
> \ . l 
!' 
:;,<•;> 1'' ,..:, ~--" ::J, - '-...t ~ 
~ ,. 
' 
\./ .. ; ("\ 
A bracelet Utat sparklesan 
so Mother and Sparkle went 
to the storeo 
At the store Sparkle saw balls!P 
boxes, dolls~ diShes and mittenso 
She did not see a bracelet~ 
Sparkle said,"Mother do you see 
a bracelet? 
A red bracelet? 
I can not find a braceleto 
I do wan·t a red bracelet that 
sparkles for my birthdayo 
Mother looked and lookedo 
Sparkle looked. and lookedu 
The.v could not find a bracelet!) 
Mother said~ ttSparklef) there is 
no bracelet hereo 
We will have to go homeo u 
Sparkle said, "Look .Mothero 
Here is DaddyQ 
He will go home with us o It 
Daddy said~ uHappy Birthday" 
Here is a box for you~u 
Sparkle said, uDaddyb Daddy~ 
A red bracelet that sparkles 
like my b.airJ 
Thank youo Thank YOUo 9 
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.A. Dreatu Ride 
One n:igb.t Alice llad a drea:ntv 
It; was a :ride J.:n a h.elicopte:ro 
,,~,1 .il"d 
.w.l. · ce ·~:n.· ¢ 
Alice saw th.e heli.(copte:r 
at the a:trport 0 
~1 Do you wc:tnt to ride"? 1' 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
She said~) "Yes 1 want to ride 
·~ n ·t .. fl' 8 h e·l· i!A"';Qr.t.e·e• ~ II 
.:..I>.'!. - o.vft ..... ~ };/ ... J.l, \.1 
.llli;:e got :~n tt1e hel :i copter.: 
Up and up and up c: 
She saw her houseo 
She saw Sip and (tJ erry playing., 
She sa.w Motriei' at wm~l;{:~ 
On and on slle went"' 
Sl1e looked down again,, 
sr.ore . ,
8he saw a baruyardo 
I 
f 
! 
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Then the helicopter went, 
Down" dc.-1~~""-:.·;· do·w1n. ·'i''(.lnt- the h 0 -ll. ""op·l~e"J'' ., _ ~ Hz..:_ .l. t n _ ,.. _, ... ~:::,. · 1_, · . ._, •• .i .• ,
IT''-'·~-... the dr ..... <o:~m 
.. <f:...l~C.!.l . '"'"'~au.:. 
Al:ice got UPo 
nMother 8. Mother~) u ·said Allcec 
:~I had a :ride tn a heli(e:optero 
It was a good ridea 
The hell. copter went· upf, Upp UP a 
The hel}ocopter ·went down;) c'town~, downo 
But now .I t:an not find 
-the }·1"'11. "'on+ e...., ~~ ;.r~ .:. t1,. '"·' - v ..t 0 
"Oh 1\l j II "• ' /!A +} ~ ~ .... ·.ce:; sa:to .l!!I.Owler.:. 
f!You had a d.rearrto 
There is no hel1copterc 0 
3.-. 
"Was it a good dream :ride~?~' 
.,Oh!i' yes~, 11 said A1iceo 
11
.My dream rid.e was funo 11 
4.~. 
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,..a.,·e ar·ll s·~l 1 y ~A1er··e p·''lU"I.tlo~ ~' J,,;, < 1~ a __ .:.. · l¥ • .J.. c ,7 .•. 0 
They 8a.w 14oth.er e •.nd Spot;o 
Mother ca.lled to ·.the r)J.':iild:ren,, 
They ran home fast" 
to the store, 
Do you wan.t t.o go wtth m.e? 11 
.JBne and Sa.lly llk.ed gotng 
to the store ... 
So they ,sa:td.~ uYes., 
Gan Pat go wit:l.1 us'? ~1 
They a., 1 o·o·t .; ·1 -i-116 ... a·" -~ f.~ ~;::. -l.L v.. vc.r., 
rph ey' ' f' anlr.) .!.. 0 ~.-]1 e <~ i· ') ':!'•-; 
- - v . v t, _, , . D ·' t .~; b " 
Mother stopped the ca.ro 
Th<~y all went tn. the st.o:re., 
some pennies, 
Vihat could they get 
w:~. th the penuj. es? 
They loolt:ed and 1oo1-ced,. 
some d.elic1.ous ca.nd.y<. 
I !mow w11at I will get". 
I will get lollipops<> 
I ltke lollipoPS, 
They are delictous.,u 
The children salliJ Jane with 
trte·"' J o111· pop, ""' u .1. - --·-·· i:::i<> 
They wantecl to get lollipops tooo 
Tb.ev looked so del:Iciousn .. 
They all lH;:ed to eat the lollipops .. 
They were so d.elj~cious .. 
They ate the lollipops 
all the way home~ 
I I. 
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Big Crunch and L:U:;tl1~ G:ev.nc.h 
Big Crunch and Li ttJ.e Crunch 
were t.wo rabl)itso 
They li.ved with Mother and 
Daddy Crunch-.. 
They were called Crunch 
,. Y'Ui'~ "l' I 
,_,_t, -.t.~.l - ~~-' t tl 1 •t,. cruneil w1en tdey 
.hopped on the gravel by 
their home.., 
They went ''Crunch!" crunch:~ 
One day Little CrunGh said, 
{II want some gravel :for 
rny play box,. II 
., 
J. (j. 
Big Crunch said, "Noo 
Mother does not ·want you to go 
ou·t of the bouse., 
Do not go for gravel nowolf, 
Little Cru..11ch said, *'r will go, tt 
A..nd he d.ido 
Up came a big dog·., 
The big dog saidp 
"What are you doing here? 
Do no·t take my gravel .. ll 
Little Crunch said, 
I want the gravel for my p1ay box"'" 
The dog said, 11 Do not take 
my gravelo 
I will crunch you all UPo 11 
Little Crunch saidv 
11 I will go home and get Big Cruncho 
He w:lll not let you crunch me UPon 
Here comes Big Cruncllo 
Big Crunch sa.idp "Go away dog~. 
Come llome Little C.runc11,~ 
I will get the gravel 
tor your play box.., 11 
Little Grunch said!? · 
uit will be fun to play 
with the gravel in the box"" 
I 
! 
I 
The Princess Ran Away 
Once there was 
a beautif·ul little girl., 
The beautiful girl was a princessD 
Her name was Princess Alice~ 
She was just sixQ 
Princess Alice had. 
a beautiftu big house~ 
She h.acl beaut.j_ful dolls and toys., 
She had a bl.g.black dog 
and a bea:utj_ful white ki ttene 
But Princess ..A..lie.e was not happy<> 
Slte hact no one 'to play ·with he:r .. 
One dey S1H3 said~ nl have 
no 011~) to play w1 th. mec 
I will find a little girl 
1 II to p ay with me-.. 
So she ran awayo 
A big girl wa.s in the ga.rdeno 
n .Please play with me,9 ~· 
sa.icl Princess Alice.,. 
I 
I 
l 
By and by she came to the seao 
ThE' sun was shining 
A little girl was pJ.a;yin~; 
with a brown dogo 
II I have no one to play with meo 
Will you play with me?" 
said t:rli} b.e<:tutlful 1.1 ttle princesso 
"• 1 n 
.A. can not. p .ay now 9 
said the little girlo 
11 1 must g·o home nowo 
1 must go home to eato" 
Then tha little prin~ess 
uThere is no one here to play 
with meo 
I will go home againo tt 
So she went homeo 
By and by she saw 
her beautiful big houseo 
She saw he:r mother and father .. 
And 
She saw a little girl., 
Her mother said, 
nThis is Princess Susano 
She has come to play with youo 
She is just six» like youo 
said Princens Susa.nc, 
n I will come every day ·r.; • .) 
They were l1appy o 
J 
A N ew T a.:J' 
uCome be my bo~U:se and see 
somethiJng fvnniy·§· w sa:l.ct Jane 
They .ran very i'ast ... 
They Wabt.ed to see what J..t. waSc, 
'
1 It · to··. ,.1 · *.'-. ..-,+_ 
.· lS a n.ew :y "'no" 
M..o.th-er ahd Father, gav-e me:-s ·' 
said J a, me, 
11It is a ci reus ga.m~,, 
D'o; .y0q want to pl~y with rn.e,(r" 
I 
They all helped to put up 
the tent .. 
Then they took out the anim.also 
Then came t..ne clow.t'.!ls., 
The clowns looked so fun..11y o 
Next they put up the trapezc:t., 
They put the acrobats on ito 
~How I wish I could be 
an acrobat]t 11 said J a_rl.eo 
"I want to :ride on the trapeze.,. 
It looks like funa 
1 like to ride. up and downn 
Up and dovm on the trapeze ... ~a· 
All the children wanted to be 
acrobats.., 
2 ... 
• 
Jane saidp lilt looks li.ke fun 
up on the trapeze, 
It would oo fun t.o go up so faro 
Wha-t fun the acrobats haveo n 
The children all liked playing 
with the new toyo 
Then 1 t WAS time to go home., 
We liked p.1a..ving wl th t.l'le new toy,, 11 
That night -_v.hen th(7Y went t.o bed 
some children had. a dream.o 
Some day t.he.v would be acrobats_, 
Acrobats that could ride up 
on the big trapezeo 
' i l 
l 
I What Do I See? ~Jack was pla.y:lng wigwamo 
.Janet was playing wigwamc 
~hey played that a box was 
a w:lgwam., 
Ja.c'lc. said~ 
"Janetj. what do 1 see? 
I I see funny boy in the v;tgwam(' 
I He has feathers on his head% 11 
~Janet said!;) 
11 Yes~ I see a: funny boy · 
in the wigwam9 too" 
I see feathers on his l1.ea.d. r tooc 11 
lo 
__ _. ________ .......... ....... 
Jack said0 
1!L1 ttle boy, 
you look funny with feathers 
on your head!.' 
The little hoy said~ 
»t - "k f th h d 
... J.l ~e ea ers on my .~. ea o 
Where are you:r t eathers?" 
~rack saidp "I have no :reathersc." 
Janet said~ nr have no :reatherso 
We are playing wigwarrL> 
1h1s is our wigwam~ 
Go away~ go away.,, 
The little boy saJ.<i~l 
Let me play wigwam w:lth youo 
I wtll gi~re you red fc-::athers~. 
)_ wt11 give you blUE! featlH:::rs .. 
J IN2.1.t gtve you .'le1J.ow :feathGrs., · 
l 
• I 
·I 
l 
i 
. I
r 
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I 
Ind 1 ans have f eathe:n:; :• 
We will haJre fun. t:n your wigwa.nL 
Jack saidp ~You may stay 
·~ n +-h~ ·rJ!gwam ~- . 'V 1.,, ~· ' '~ 
in the vri.gv:am.o 
We wJ.1l ali play J.nd:i ans~" 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISI'ERCNG DELAYED TESI' 
The following should be on the board or on large poster paper 
before test booklets are given to the children. They are additional 
practice exercises to insure that the children understand the 
directions fully. 
! ball ~ dlfb 
A ~ house ~ Mother 
9\fJ Father ~ 
() boat EB 
B 
Father to red 
jump see blue 
Mother the yellow 
The teacher points to exercise A and says, "Look at these 
five words. Now look at the pictures. The w:>rds match some of the 
pictures. Who can read the first ·word? Draw a line from the word 
ball to. the picture of the ball. Now who can read the next word?" 
Continue in this manner until all five words have been matched. When 
this is completed, the teacher says, llDid we use all the pictures? No., 
there are three pictures which did not match the words. We did not 
use these three pictures .. " 
•
• 
. 
J.;-: . ... ; 
The teacher says, tti am going to give you a little test 
booklet in which we will match the words to the pictures. Do not 
open the booklets until I tell you. Put your pencil on your desks.u 
. Pass out the tests. 
"Write your name on the top line where it says name. Do not 
write anything else. Put dmm your pencil when you have finished 
your name.n 
"Look at the five words do1-m the middle of the page,. What 
does the first word say? Yes, it says ball. Draw a line from the 
word ball to the picture of the ball.. Now see if you can match the 
rest of the words to the pictures. T:h..ere will be some pictures you 
will rnt use.rt The teacher will carefully observe the children and 
give help where needed. 
11Turn to the next page .. " The teacher should make certain that 
all children have the correct page. ltNow we shall match these words 
to the pictures. Remember tlRt we do not need all the pictures. Use 
only those pictures that you need. Do as many as you can. n 
At t-he end of three minutes say, "Pencils down. Turn to the 
next page.H ·The teacher should make certain that all children have 
the correct page. Say, liDo this page the same way .n Allow three 
minutes. Say, HPencils do~<m. n 
• 
~­ 
• 
Indicate exercise B on the board cmd sey, II Look at these 
three words. Two of these words tell about people. Wh.G> can tell us 
which mrds tell about people?.' Draw a ring around Mother and armand 
Father because they are people. Now look at the nerl three words. 
1fuich words tell about things we can do?. Yes, we can see.. Draw a 
ring around see because it is something we can do., Now look at the 
last three words. Who can draw a ring around the color words? Yes., 
they are all color words. We will draw a ring around all-these words. 
In the first box we used two words; in the second box we used 
only one word; and in the third box .we used all three words. Now 
turn to the last page of your test booklet."' The teacher should 
make certain that all children have the correct page. 
11Look at box A. Draw a ring around the words that tell about 
size. Look at box B. Draw a ring around the color words. tt Give 
help "Where needed :for these two practice exercises. No further help 
is given• 
!!Look at box one. Draw a .-ring arolind the words that tell 
about weather. t1 
11Look at box two. Draw a ring" around the words that tell 
how a cbild might act.tt 
Follow the above pattern. 
J., ..... tell a"Qout cars • 
4. ..... tell about sounds we can hear • 
5. ...... tell about -[J:lings butterflies cart make • 
6. ..... tell how things can look • 
7. ···~· tell how things can taste. 
Allow 15 seconds for each exercise. 
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!70USe 
J/other 
Father 
. hoat 
l 
• 
• 
t I . · · 0 ,.r · .. eJeV/oll-)1? 
hrace!'e t· 
thermometer 
pr;ncess 
' puzzle 
rodeo 
fJnQer.s 
(;J 
~·· 
telephone 
/o/hpops 
trapeze 
jli1C8 
lasso 
he//co1ter 
shadow 
measles 
butterfly 
~ 
earth 
.. , ...,. \ 
(.! 
C r 4.,/ 
colne 
ride mtschie l 
1 
green st orrn 
~-~-~~-~~~- ------~~~· 2.. i :B. . ~ 
fever 
fJCLughty 
eye/ted 
6. 
gravel 
-~ 
cocoon 
crunch 
drearn whts,per 
traffic no;J·e 
sa. tellite crunch 
~. 7 
sparkle acroba~.t 
becudiPul dehcious 
